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Pentagon Peace Vigil

LiBRARY
ROOM

Kent: "I Went Because I'm Against The War .

W

By ROBERT K. WHITNEY
Staff Writer

Last Saturday Clemson student Richard Kent was among
the approximately 50,000 students involved in the peace vigil
surrounding the Pentagon in
Washington, D. C.
"I basically went because I'm
against the war, but I also went
to spectate." he said. " I've never
been to a demonstration and I
wanted to seewhatwashappening."
Kent said the mass demonstrations, including the rally of
150,000 people in Washington,
were organized by about 25 different groups under the direction of Dave Dellinger and
the
National
Mobilization
group. Other groups represented there were "Vets for Peace,"
the NLF, "Black Power," SDS.

SXCC. and the American Nazi
Party.
The demonstration was a
mass vigil for peace in Vietnam. It culminated an entire
week's work throughout the
nation of anti-draft and antiwar demonstrations, according
to Kent.
The Washington demonstrations began with a "teach-in"
held at George Washington
University. Professors there lectured about the Vietnamese conflict. Several of the professors
spoke in favor of civil disobedience in resistance to the draft.
Saturday morning, approximately 150,000 students and
interested citizens gathered between the Lincoln and Washington monuments to speak

their views about the war and
to hear Peter, Paul, and Mary,
who performed free for the
marchers.
The congregation was
formed into orderly groups,
fifteen abreast, to march to the
Pentagon. Kent said that the
march rapidly dissipated into
the separate pressure groups
who had their own ideas about
how to hold a peace vigil. Of
the 150,000 who met earlier,
only 50,000 ended up at the
Pentagon.
As the group was reorganized
at the Pentagon, they sang the
" National Anthem", "America", and several other patriotic
songs. It was here that the protesters tried to emphasize their
sincerity in peaceful disagree-

®h*

ment. By Saturday night the
protest had lost much of its
original vigor.
During the demonstration,
House Speaker John McCormack had the doors of the
House locked to visitors. Kent
said, "I don'tseeany reasonfor
it." Rep. Tom Gettys (D-S.C.)
also voiced his objection to this
maneuver.
Kent, a 22-year-old senior
sociology major, said that he
did not represent Clemson University in any way. He said
that there were delegations from
both Carolina and Georgia
present. The Georgia delegation had a banner designating
them as such, according to
Kent.
Among the noticeable ban-

ners displayed were "Self-determination in Vietnam and
self - determination in the
ghettoes,"
"F— Johnson,"
Support the Communist Party,"
"Johnson betrayed us," and
"We support our boys in Vietnam, but bring them back
home."
"Hell no, we won't go!" was
the favorite slogan of the protestors.
Kent said that the vigil was "a
symbolic confrontation with the
war machine at the Pentagon to
surround it and to prevent its
operation." The majority of the
student:- present were from New
Yo: k, out all but two states
were represented.
'! he congregation was composed of all sorts of people,

ranging from the long-haired
hippy types to the "clean-cut
American boy" types. Especially prevalent were students with
longer than average hairwearing tuitlemck sweaters and
dungarees according 10 Kent.
"Two oft. e more impressive
speakers w re Dr. Benjamin
Spock and author Norman
Mailer, whi vvas arrested, who
were vehen.^nt in their opposition to the war," Kent said.
"The Fugs, a pop singing
group, had a p
in near the
Pentagon which was designed
to be an incantation to draw
the evil spirits out of the Pentagon.
"The fact that so many stu(Continued on page 8)
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Richard Kent

Alabama Game

Bleachers Will Be Erected
For Frosh Student Overflow
Temporary bleachers will be
placed in front of permanent
stadium seats and in the southeast corner of the stadium for
the Alabama game.
This plan was announced
Tuesday by University authorities.
Unprecedented student demand for tickets to the Alabama
game had forced issuance of
general admission tickets, rather than reserved seats, to several hundred freshmen. It is
primarily for these students
among the general admission
ticket holders that special seating is being provided.

Tiger Tops
The orange Tiger Tops (hats) are again being sold by
Tiger Brotherhood. The hats were first sold last year for
the nationally televised Duke-Clemson game.

DR. ROBERTC. EDWARDS,
president of Clemson, and Walter T. Cox, vice-president for
student affairs, explained the
ticket situation to student leaders this week, making clear that
no studentwillbeforcedtositon
the grassy bank at the end of the
stadium.
They pointed out that, in
planning for the Alabama
game, Clemson had set aside

Cooper Says

Jesus Was The World's
Greatest Protester
"Jesus was the world's greatest protester," said Dr. John
Cooper in a speech to a group
of students and faculty members here Wednesday.
"The sole recorded instance
of Jesus' presence in a temple
as an adult was the time he
carried a whip instead of a
prayerbook and drove the
rascals out."
In a speech entitled "Kierkegaard's Contribution to Existentialism", Dr. Cooper said that
the two people Kierkegaard
wanted to identify with were
Jesus and Socrates.
"Both Jesus and Socrates
were unique individuals who
did not succumb to the pressure of the masses. Socrates
refused to stop teaching his doctrine and drank hemlock rather
than submit to group pressure."
"Jesus rebelled against the
hypocritical and materialistic
practices of the church and
sought to expose them'to the
people."
Dr. Cooper said that both
these men were individuals—
men who believed in the subordination of the world to individuals — not the subordination of individuals to the world.
"But we have too few protesters today," he said.
"How many geniuses have
we killed in the electric chair
because they grew up in Negro
ghettoes and didn't have a
chance?"
Because no one protested and
tried to change this situation,
he said, we are still doing this.
"Socrates' doctrine changed
the whole course of history because he remained an individual even until death," said
Dr. Cooper.
"But today we scorn protesters," he said, "and urge
people not to cause disturb-

ances. Don't make waves, don't
become identified. Just stand
at the rear of the ranks and
wait for the afterlife."
Dr. Cooper, head of the

philosophy department at Newberry College, is the author of
over thirty-five magazine articles, seventy-five poems, and
three books.

7,500 seats for the 5,500 students eligible to claim seats for
themselves and to purchase
"date" tickets, thus allowingfor
all students plus 2,000 "dates."
Far from neglecting student
needs as some had charged,
Dean Cox pointed out that for
twenty years Clemson has been
one of the few institutions to
reserve seats for its students,
rather than putting them on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Every Clemson undergraduate and each graduate student
who pays the maintenance and
activity fee is entitled to claim
an individual ticket to each foot-

ball game. He or she also, has
the privilege of buying a "date"
ticket—but never before have so
many exercised this privilege.
The largest number of student
and "date" tickets ever distributed for a single game before
this season was 6,858 for the
Duke game of 1966. Total student demand for the Wake
Forest game opening this season was 7,284—and this was on
a weekend when campus dances
added to the demand for "date"
tickets.
It was against this experience
that 7,500 seats were set aside
for the Alabama game. However, for this game 5,329 students claimed tickets for them-

selves, 862 had bought season
"date"
tickets, and 2,098
bought individual "date" tickets—a total of 8,289. when this
all-time record in student demand became known other
parts of the stadium had been
sold out, hence the issuance of
some general admission tickets
to freshmen.
"There is no possible way we
could have foreseen this demand." Dr. Edwards told student leaders. "But in spite of difficulties we will see that our students have seats and that they
always will havepriority inour
planning. We shall doallinour
power to avoid a repetition of
this week's situation."

Rudolph Lee Gallery To
Have "Junk Art" Exhibit
A rusted, old tricycle, a
bleached jawbone with yellow
teeth, a piece of charred wood,
a cast iron tractor seat, a discarded door painted innumerable times—these are some of
the objects that you may see in
the Rudolph Lee Gallery,
School of Architecture, Nov.
4-11.
"Found Objects" is an exhibition in which all Clemson students and staff are invited to
participate. Discover natural or
man-made things placed in an
environment which separates
them from their original intent.

If you wish to call them "art,"
go ahead; if not, call them
"junk" or possibly,"artyjunk."
No matter what you call the
objects, they demand that you
experience them rather than
merely look at them.
You must see the objects for
their intrinsic values, color,
form, texture, etc., and at the
same time let yourself become
involved with the object on an
emotional or expressive level.
We have all had the beginnings
of this kind of experience when
we've rummaged through an

old attic or garage.
Using your sensitive eye,
look around, discover the
world, pick up a piece of this
world and bring it to the School
of Architecture on Nov. 2 or 3
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cash awards of S25, S15,
and S10 will be given for the
three selections which are most
original, visually sensitive, inventive, imaginative, unique,
etc.
Any size object is eligible,
but must be inanimate, and
preferably non-odoriferous.

Ground Breaking Ceremony
Tomorrow For Daniel Hall
Clemson University will hold
a ground breaking ceremony
tomorrow at 10 a.m. to mark
the beginning of construction of
the S1.9 million David Wistar
Daniel Hall, the new College of
Arts and Sciences' classroom
building and faculty office
tower.
During the ceremony, attention will be focused on the
site and plans for the construction of the Graduate Research Building for the College
of Engineering. Bids on the fivelevel building will be opened
Nov. 1, with construction expected to get under way during
November.
The public is invited to attend
the brief ceremony to be held in
front of the beautiful, new Robert Muldrow Cooper Library.
The program will include remarks by Gov. Robert E. McNair,
University
President
Robert C. Edwards, State Sen.
Edgar A. Brown, president of
the Clemson Board of Trustees,
and other university officials.
Also participating will be representatives from the National
Institute of Health, the Department of Health, Education anc
Welfare, the Appalachian Regional Commission, and the
South Carolina Appalachian
Commission.
Daniel Hall honors the late
David Wistar Daniel who de-

voted his life to Clemson students as an educator and friend
for a half-century. He served
Clemson from 1898 to 1947
as a professor of English, department head, and dean of the
School of General Science.

Alabama Seats
Clemson students who have student general admission tickets to the Clemson-Alabama game tomorrow should be in their seats by 1 p.m.
According to the Student Affairs Office, students will be assured of their seats if they enter
the stadium at 1 p.m.

'Bama Blowout
The Drifters will perform tonight for Clemson
students and their daies from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in
the Clemson dining hall.
The Platters will be featured by the CDA on
Saturday from 8-12 p.m. in the dining hall.
Tickets for the dances are S8 per block, $4.50
for the Drifters' dance, and $5 for the Platters'
dance.
Coats and ties are required, and no cups or
glasses will be allowed in the dining hall, according to CDA officials.

Gripe-In
Administration officials will be in student dormitories Tuesday night to meet and talk with students.
Beginning at 7:45 p.m., the administrators will
visit several locations in the dorms to answer questions, to counsel, and to accept suggestions.
The officials and their locations are: President
R. C. Edwards and Dr. James N. Thurston, President of the Faculty Senate, in the Student Lounge
above the Loggia; Dean of Women Susan Delony
in Manning Hall.
Also, Manning N. Lomax, Men's Resident Hall
Counselor, and Melford Wilson, Vice-President for
Business and Finance, on men's hall E-3; Victor
Hurst, Dean of the University and Vice-President
for Academic Affairs, and Dean of Men George
Coakley, on men's hall D-6;
And Assistant Dean of Men Joseph Guggino in
the lounge of men's dormitory No. 10.

Homecoming

The four-story classroom
building and 10-story office
tower will be located adjacent
to the Kinard Laboratory of
Physics and Cooper Library,
near three other major projects
already under construction on
East Campus. Contractor for
Daniel Hall is Atlantic States
Construction Co. of Atlanta,
Ga.
The Graduate Research
Building will be erected between
Riggs Hall and Cooper Library. Seventy per cent of the
building's floor space will be devoted primarily to healthrelated graduate education and
research programs in the interdisciplinary fields of bio-engineering, environmental systems engineering, water resources, and materials engineering.
Grants from the National Institute of Health, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
and the Appalachian Regional
Commission
are principal
sources supplementing university funds for construction of the
two buildings.

News Briefs

Found Objects
A collection of unusual objects such as these may turn up in the School of Architecture's Rudolph Lee Gallery when Clemson students and staff bring in their contribution for showing in "Found Objects," an exhibition which will open Nov. 4 for one
week.

The Pieces of Eight and Brenton Wood will be
featured by the CDA during Homecoming '67 weekend on Friday from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the university dining hall.
Performing Saturday will be James and Bobby
Purify, the Spontanes, and Leon Heywood from
8-12 p.m., also, in the dining hall.
Sunday, weather permitting, the CDA will present in concert in the amphitheater free of charge,
Ruby and the Romantics from 2-J:30 p.m. The
concert will otherwise be in Tillman Hall.
Known for "Lonely Drifter," the Pieces of Eight
will entertain to be followed by Brenton Wood
singing "Give Me a Little Sign" and the "Oogum
Boogum Song."
"I'm Your Puppet," "Wish You Didn't Have to
Go," and "Let Love Come Between Us" are some
of the hits of James and Bobby Purify. Leon
Heywood will sing "It's Got to be Mellow."
Ruby and the Romantics will be singing their
"Summer Love" and "When You're Young and in
Love."
Admission to the Friday and Saturday dances
will be $5 per couple in advance or $5.50 at the
door; block tickets will be $9, and the Romantics'
concert will be free of charge.
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Suzanne's Cats :
An Appreciation
By KEN BURROWS
(Editor's Note: Suzanne Culbertson is a Graduate Assistant
in English. She studied art,
mainly out of interest, here at
Clemson. during her undergraduate years, and hopes, one
day, to study art seriously. Miss
Culbertson, for all her talent,
is a demure twenty-two year
old who is convinced that one,
day she will re-incarnate in the
form of a cat.)

Suzanne And Cats

time oppressing, a smaller figure which may be either afraid
or pensive. The bold coloring of
the larger character and what'
appears to be his attendant
tiger—there are always cats—
seem to strike sharply out of the
miasmal background. The violently contrasting color-tones,
the horizontal sweep of the
brush-stroke, the inexplicable
clusters of color upon the two
great hands of the larger figure
offer a variety of interpretations to the beholder.

Miss Culbertson's painting
exhibits an intriguing combiWhat is particularly interestnation of playfulness and careful control. Take, for instance, ing, though, are the Blake-an
the pastel 'Face' adorning the echoes. The sulphurous and
south wall of her office. The streaky texture of the complete
apparently whimsical placing picture, the emphatic musof the large boulder-like blocks cularity of lung and limb, inof color produce a fascinating evitably suggest the great 18th
kaleidoscopic effect. But not century engraver without adhaphazard! The picture is in mitting of any subservience.
fact projecting the spoor of the For Miss Culbertson has no
very fearsome face of the cat lack of skill in suggesting anwho menaces the viewer. Her other's style to subscribe to the
brush has produced an amaz- vigor and atmosphere of her
ing, shifting effect. The pads of own paintings. The slightest
the cat's paws seem to coagu- evocation of Blake in the piclate into a face; and the face ture mentioned above infinitely
breaks up and becomes the enlarges the possibilities of
paws. The effect is as unreal what is already a richly sugas the lurid colors vshe uses. gestive composition.
Similarly unreal, and simiIn the picture "Three Siamese
larly menacing is the picture
on the north wall, where some Cats', on the east wall, the
grotesque
demoniac figure most delicate possibility of El
seems both to be in the act of . Greco, in line rather than in atembracing, while at the same mosphere, adds humor to what

is already a brilliantly witty
and amusing picture. The expressions of her three subjects,
ranging from introspection
through doubt to the most arrogant of self-conceit, the fragile
necks, coiling on the bulk of
their three seated bodies, all
presented in shades of a charitable yellow and brown, offer
a most interesting composition:
as excellent for its design and
balance as an ornament, and
for its wit and interest as a
study.
Miss Culbertson has at present a successful exhibition of
her paintings at Greenville,
which the writer has not yet
had the opportunity of visiting.
He looks forward to an experience that will reward with
a further deepening and enriching of the delight her paintings have already given. For
this young lady has talent.

Calhoun Society Plans
Literary Yearbook
The Calhoun Literary Society is now working on the organization of a literary yearbook for Clemson. This yearbook will consist of all types
of material written by students
— including
short stories,
poetry, and essays.
Plans for the yearbook were
discussed at last Monday
night's meeting in the English
Department lounge.
The members feel that there
is a definite need at Clemson
for a magazine of this type
since there is no publication on
campus which is strictly a collection of students'creative writing talents.
The yearbook will be edited
and organized by members of
the Calhoun Literary Society
and all other interested students.
All students who are in-
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SENCONEE MOTEL

It Matters Not You
Won Or Lost..."
By KEN BURROWS

"You Can Rest Easy When You
Have Made Your Reservations

NOVEMBER 6

Last weekend at Duke University, Clemson Rugby Club
again vindicated its motto that
"It matters not if you won or
J.ost, but how you played the
game." They duly played and
duly lost and enjoyed a most
exciting weekend.
Although Tigers were being
burnt in effigy—this being
Duke's Homecoming—all over
the university campus, after
Clemson's splendid football
win, the rugby players were
thoroughly lionized.
It is hard to know quite where
to start incommentinguponthe
highlights of this magnificent
rugger weekend. Will the downtown beer party with the locals,
or the slumber party with the
ladies in Duke's colonial cellerage remain the more memorable?
Will the gentlewomen's dormitories ever cease to reverberate
the rousing skirl of Clemson's
bagpipes piercing the midnight
peace? The festivities of the Saturday night were fitting preparation for the festival game
on the Sunday afternoon.
In the game itself, Clemson,
suffering as ever from the twin

to interview candidates for Bethlehem's 1968
Loop Course training program.

STAMP IT!

Blakeley's Sales & Service
3141 N. PLEASANTBURG DR.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
PHONE 239-4848

CAREERS IN STEEL
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Phone 882-2784

Seneca, S. C.
123 By-Pass
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Most car thieves
lave to be hoihe
>efore midnight.
Because so many of them are under 16.
Don't help a good boy go bad. Lock your car. Take your keys.

LYNCH DRUG STORE

Our representative will be on campus

THE LOOP COURSE trains selected college graduates with management potential for
careers with Bethlehem Steel. The Course begins
in early July and consists of three phases:
(1) orientation at our headquarters in Bethlehem,
Pa.; (2) specialized training in the activity or
field for which the Looper was selected; and
(3) on-the-job training which prepares him for
more important responsibilities.
OPPORTUNITIES are available for men interested in steel plant operations, sales, research,
mining, accounting, finance, and other activities.
DEGREES required are mechanical, metallurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil,
mining, and other engineering specialties; also
chemistry, physics, mathematics, business administration, and liberal arts.

IT'S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

^ ihe new Plymouth RoadRunner
no* at your Plymouth Dealers
where the beat goes on. £p

Downtown

Corbin Buggy Whip Worsteds
are versatile trousers
Buggy Whip is a clear, crisp worsted of exceptional
character and distinction. It is appropriate to wear in
virtually any surrounding, at any occasion. We have a
comprehensive assortment of unusual and interesting
Won't you come in now and examine our fine Corbin
selection.

The International Student Association of Clemson University is having its annual supper on Friday, Oct. 27 at 6:30
p.m. at the Clemson First Baptist Church.
Foods from India, Taiwan,
Germany, Sweden, Lebanon,
and many other countries will
be on the menu. Tickets can be
purchased at the drug stores in
downtown or from any member
of the ISA

The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. 'A" « 2".
Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed

Clemson

P. 0. Boi 18623 Ltnoi Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

Harpers 5&10
CLEMSON IMPRINTED
SHIRTS AND SOUVENIRS
TIGERS - TIGERS - TIGERS
- ALL SIZES -

larrnn'a ffiti..
Bradley Avenue, Easley

International
Supper

THE MOPP CO.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program

disabilities of chronic ill-health
and the night before, never
ceased striving against a club
which is arguably one of the
most polished sides in Southern
Rugby.
The veteran Duke campaigners came from behind in
the last 70 or 80 minutes to
produce a score which somewhat reflects the close-fought
nature of the contest: — 52
points to nothing.
The Rugby Club makes
neither complaint nor excuse.
After only three games they can
already boast an enviable capacity for entertaining play and
Budweister. The next game, this
Sunday at home to Fort Jackson, is likely to offer a display
of both talents.

ANY S ^3
3 LINE TEXT iC

your Walgreen
Agency

colourings, many Corbin exclusives.
If you expect to be graduated before July, 1968,
and would like to discuss your career interests
with a Bethlehem representative, see your
placement officer to arrange for an interview
appointment—and be sure to pick up a copy of
our booklet "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." Further information can be
obtained by writing to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.

terested in having their works
published in this magazine are
asked to submit their manuscripts to Richard Kerrigan in
room F-227, or Nina Dulin in
room 10-B-3.
The next meeting of the Calhoun Literary Society will be
at 8 p.m., Monday, Nov. 6,
in the English department
lounge. All students who are
interested in submitting manuscripts or helping in the organization of the publication
are urged to attend.
The group's president is Nina
Dulin and the advisor is
Charles Israel of the English
Department.
It is the oldest campus organization and has provided Clemson students with the opportunity to discuss and create literary works of all types
throughout its history.

Phone 859-3611

Remember: Harper's Sells It
For Less

Look around you;see
what all our forests provide. Specifically, papers
and pencils, picture
frames and paneling.
More generally, southern
forests provide raw materialsforindustry; industry provides jobs; jobs
provide money. Billions
of dollars annually. Help
protect the source; appoint yourself caretaker
of our southern forests.
A lot depends on it.
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Personality Interview

By BEAR BAKER
DAVID GLYMPH

By RANDY PEELE
Staff Writer
ited his success at Clemson in
academics to his excellent college preparatory courses in
high school.
During his first year at Clemson, McGee was surprised at
the work-load on him as a
freshman. He pursued only
academics and football that
year to see if he could adjust
to college life. Later, his GPR
allowed him to pursue his interest in student government.

Maintaining the office of student body President and playing football is extremely difficult for McGee; however, he
knew at the outset he would be
pushed for time.
"I feel like I can handle the
job, but every minute of my
time must be utilized," said McGee.
When asked why he came to
Clemson, McGee said that he
had been offered several athletic scholarships, but that
Clemson offered a better chance
to pursue his desired curriculum of civil engineering.
He also wished to go to a
state school since his post-graduate work was to be in South
Carolina.

When asked about his opinion of Clemson, he said,"Ithas
lived up to my expectationsit is hard academically, and the
school spirit ofthestudentbody
leaves little to be desired."
As for disadvantages, McGee could only say that there
was little entertainment in the
vicinity of the school for the
students, but he added that this
could hardly be attributed to the
University. "I just don't look
for the bad points of Clemson,"
he added.

In high school McGee had
been active in all sports and
in student government. He cred-

McGee likes most of the in-

Staff Writers

dividuals that make up Clemson University, beginning with
the student body and continuing up to the administration.
He is impressed with the care
and interest that is shown by
each of these individuals.

Clemson's mysterious wizard
has apparently called off his
hexes.
However, four Clemson students remain as examples of
the little sorcerer's power.
Lewis D. Varady, better
known as "Buddah Rat," rose
to fame a year ago. As a rat
in the Rat Auction B. R. made
his debut in black pants, shirt,
and kimona bearing a maltese
cross.

The main improvement needed as he sees it is more interest
and support of the students pro
and con for student government.
McGee has one brother who
has graduated from Clemson
and one who is now attending Clemson. He credited his
parents with a major part of
his success at Clemson.

With the accessories of a flying frisby filled with "magic"
powder, an evil eye, and two
burning candles, B. R. "hexed"
four rat masters who were conducting the auctioning of slack
rats.

"My parents follow my work
and stress a well-rounded education, but they want me to
make my own decisions," said
McGee.

Casting hexes were humorous to those four rat masters,
but when each had personal
troubles a few days later....

After graduation from Clemson, McGee plans to attend
law school. He will combine his
knowledge of law and engineering to establish his vocation as
either a lawyer or a businessman.

JOHN DOZIER was the first
victim, for while in the shower
on the same day he was hexed,
he slipped and broke his wrist.
Glenn Ayers became B. R.'s
second victim after he left the
windows down in a newly purchased sports car—it rained
while he was gone and ruined
the interior.
The third victim was Joey
Simpson, who missed being
shot through a window. Pausing from reading a book, he
stepped out his door just as
three shots were fired. The first

Buddha Rat's Room

Edgar Relaxes In Room

hit the outside wall, while the
other two came through the
window.

to a "lack of time."
Just how long that lack of
time will last is something many
students would like to know.

Nine days after the curses
were given, the last victim fell
to the hex. While attending the
Clemson-Georgia Tech game,
the unidentified student fell and
broke an ankle.
The small, dark magician's
powers are not limited to individuals. Last year at the
Clemson-USC pep rally, B. R.
hexed a dummy of the gamecock, representing the USC
football squad.
The score of the game—Clemson 35, USC 10....
The sophomore architecture
major from Elizabeth, New
Jersey, said he will be "relatively inactive this year" due

Louis Varady

Downtown Greenville
2-Ply Alpaca Sweaters — 7 Colors
V-Neck and Cardigan $18 and $20
MONOGRAMMING AVAILABLE

Jackets and Zip-Lined Coats
From H. I. S. and Harbor Master
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Downtown Clemson

Greenville Headquarters for
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Cox-Moore
Corbin
John Meyer

224 N. Main

I sang my harp on the sun's deck
Here at the water in the cool unblossomed year,
And the light notes clung at my hair roots
Like bird cries gathering.

Greenville, S. C.
• ; 111=

If you're looking for 1. Routine work assignments
2. A job without responsibility
3. A"9 to 5" atmosphere
Fine!
ButnotatFMC
At FMC Chemicals, growth in sales volume has been unprecedented in recent years.
Everybody has contributed to this growth . . . through research, manufacturing
innovation and unique marketing techniques ... the result of new ideas, resourcefulness and hard work. Would you fit in a team like this? If so we have a challenge
unequalled in the chemical industry.

We need people for:
Sales
Process Engineering
Maintenance Engineering
Design Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Mining Engineering
Project Engineering

With disciplines in any
of die following:
Chemists - B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Chemical Engineers - B.S., M.S.. Ph.D.
Mechanical Engineers — B.S.
Mining Engineers - B.S.
Industrial Engineers - B.S.
Electrical Engineers - B.S.

At these locations:
Saks

Nationwide

Research and Development

Princeton. Carteret, NJ.
Baltimore. Md.. Middle port, N.Y.

Manufacturing

Buffalo. N.Y.
Vancouver. Wash.
Green River, Wyo
Carteret, N.J.
Lawrence, Kansas

S. Charleston. Nitro. W.Va.
Modesto. Newark. Calif.
Pocateilo, Idaho
Baltimore. Md.
Newport, Ind.

Would you like lo learn more about how you can contribute to FMC's progress ?
Write to Recruiting Manager, Industrial Relations Dept. C N > Chemical Division

FMC CHEMICALS
633 Third Avenue, New York. New York 10017
0 An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Clemson's "Magical" Hexer
Yields Tricks To Studies

Maintaining Two Jobs
Is A Problem — McGee
Being both a student body
president and a varsity football squadman can be a time
consuming job...at least to Edgar McGee.

THE TIGER

Oct. 27, 1967

JOE MENDELSON
BSChE, U. of Maryland,
is a plant engineer at
our Sparrows Point,
Md., Plant, biggest in the
world. Only four years
out of college, Joe has
already developed nearly
80 major engineering
projects, some with
multi-million-dollar price
tags, from basic planning
through engineering and
construction.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

All the day's time leaned
Into lengthening shadows
And moments clung like fresh leaves
On water.
Wind crossed the pond
Leaving stripes and crosses
As though it rolled and cast down,
Cast down its shape for vision.
Wisteria hung for lavender
In a blossom of perfume,
And on the stone a toad
Settled in sunlight.
Is this saturation of senses enough?
Living together between a time frame,
We creature and non-creature
And I among them.
SUSan MC COrd ©Contact Magazine, 1965

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

BETHJS
ST EL

To communicate is the beginning of understanding

A Right

Changes Needed In Abortion Laws
By JAMES HEMPHILL, Columnist
The opinions expressed herein art those of (hi
individual writer, tcith. the exception of the bead
editorial, tehich represents the opinion ojf The
Tiger senior staff and is wri&en iji the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated,

Clemson, S. C, Friday, October 27, 1967

NSA
Student Government must scrutinize
NSA activities and take advantage of
NSA services this year.
Since our government is just in a
one-year "trial" membership with
NSA (National Student Association),
there must be an examination of the
controversial organization throughout the year.
S. G. leaders must correspond with
member schools; they must attend conferences; they must experiment with
NSA services to see if Clemson can
benefit; and they must determine if
Clemson will be able to contribute
to NSA. Then and only then should
S. G. leaders decide upon Clemson's
membership.
Moreover, S. G. leaders should not
be completely snowed by the strong
defense of the NSA that two NSA officials propounded at Clemson last
week.
Or course, the two gentlemen attributed most of the NSA controversy
to the press, and probably, the press
did overwork or misinterpret the activities. However, there were some
factions within the organization (as
described by the officials) who wanted to abolish it, and start over. There
was one group within NSA that decided that other members "were too
conservative for them," as one official said.
When asked if NSA was involved in
any major political issue, one official
said that they do not take political
stands. However, three national controversial issues—black power, the
draft, and the drugs—are going to

be sent to member schools for voting.
S. G. leaders must realize that although we may not agree with all
NSA issues there is nothing wrong
with any man or woman expressing
his or her views on any issue, and,
perhaps, Clemson needs more awareness of national issues.
NSA is not as soundly constructed
and well-directed as it needs to be,
but efforts are being made to improve. Services have been expanded
to include federal grants for studies
in teacher-course evaluation, stress
and environment, a booking agency
for top bands, student films, life insurance, a travel service, and a student discount service.
These services could be beneficial
to Clemson, but they must be developed "locally," as Vice President
Cox said.
The S. G. leaders must evaluate
NSA objectively, and they must be
willing next spring to decide for themselves if future Clemson students will
find NSA a useful organization.

Does not a woman have the
right over her own body to decide whether or not she wants to
have a child? Does not she have
a God given right to an abortion if she wants one, a right
to be an individual, a free
agent?
You defend the rights of the
unborn embryo, but disregard
the rights of the mother. You
speak of the murder of an inanimate vegetable form that is
still two years from the first beginnings of consciousness, but
you disregard the life and well
being of a full-grown woman
who can feel happiness and sad-

ness and fear and the sharp
pangs of remorse.
You would sacrifice this woman to your own personal,
ideological concept of right and
wrong. None of us is in communication with God. None of
us has been chosen to judge
between what is God's will and
what is man's word. All we can
know is what helps people and
makes them happy, and what
hurts people and makes them
sad. An unfortunate, unwanted
pregnancy can crush and warp
a girl.
You say that the child could

be put up for adoption, as
though it was nothing for a
woman to carry a child for nine
months, as if she would hardly
notice the inconvenience and
would have no feelings of love
at all toward her child after
that length of time. You would
preserve the life of this embryo.
Yet as soon as it was born, you
would brand it a bastard.
Did you stop to realize that
having a child by a man who
means nothing to her might
physically limit her ability to
have children by the man she
will love. Having a child can

Switch On?

And...
The administration must be credited for allowing student government
leaders to fully investigate NSA. Dean
Cox and President Edwards have allowed the leaders to decide for themselves if membership in the NSA will
be helpful. The apparent decision by
the administrators to give advice but
not orders speaks well for their desire
to communicate.

Thus 1 would propose some
additions to the curriculum
which would hopefully be
implemented by next fall:
EDUCATION 110: Beginning Brown-nosing. 1 hr., no
credit. Course would explore
the history of browning and
would include practical laboratory work. Would emphasize
both individual brown-nosing
and group effort, such as getting quizzes put off another
week, not doing another term
paper, etc. Required for all
freshmen.
SOCIOLOGY 123: Understanding the Southern Idiom.
2 hrs., 1 credit. Required of
all Northern students. Students
would learn to understand
Charleston students. Other
topics: how to eat and enjoy
grits, learning who Jefferson
Davis was, learning to sing
Dixie while sober, learning how
to explain (and justify to themselves) why they came to Clemson in the first place.
MUSIC 202: Soul Appreciation. 2 hrs., no credit. How to
listen to soul without really
grimacing and how to rationalize laying down five bucks
for a dance with a group that
Erskine had in concert for S2
a head. History of soul music.
(It started in 1944 with a recording of Ooooh Bleaggghh
Woppy Wow, She's My Lovin'
Woman Baby Girl by Elwood
Lee " Purty " Furdy and the F antabulous Recaps).
POLITICAL SCIENCE237:
Progressive Sniveling. lhr.,no
credit. Required of all student
government leaders. Would
teach student government personnel how to deal with the administration and with each
other. Emphasis on backbiting,
buckpassing and power madness. Would be taken in conjunction with Pol. Sci. 238.
POL. SCI. 238: Filtration.
1 hr., 1 credit. Would teach beginning S. G. leaders how to
listen to administrators.
PSYCHOLOGY 114: Sympathy. 1 hr., no credit. Required of all new and transfer students. How to listen sympathetically to all complaints
of long hours, hard work, 15
quizzes a week, too many extracurricular
activities,
no
social life, nothing to do, and
a million other things and of-

people will enjoy it and keep
partygoers sober enough to remember it; how to keep your
neighbors from mooching everything you have and keep
your "friends" who live in the
dorms away from the place at
least three hours a month; and,
by far the most important, how
to afford it.
RPA 100: Dormitory Living.
12 hrs. a day, 7 days a week,
8-10 semesters, 96 credits. By
far the most important new
course to be offered. Course
will have to be divided into several major subcourses,suchas:
(Pyrotechnics.)
Face It,
cherry bombs and firecrackers
are past history. We need bigger and louder noises on the
quad and in the comfort facilities. Emphasizes use of TNT
and napalm. Will teach building of either cyclotron or linear

accelerator and elements of
nuclear physics.
(Littering.) Littering here is
basically unsophisticated. We
need a good solid course in use
of acetate and latex paints, use
of burning asphalt, etc. Suggested term theme: How to get
statue of Tom Clemson and all
Dempster Dumpsters on to the
quad using only an auto jack
and 44 foolish rats.
(Organizing the Hull Session.) Elements of the greatest
game on earth, or how to keep
everybody on one end of the
hall from studying. How to
dominate
the conversation
without knowing anything and
how to say a great deal without bothering to think.
(Fleecing.) How to cheat at
31 different card games and
how to make everybody for-

If the athletic department reserved a date ticket for every
student, they would be throwing S7,500 out the window
every game, excluding the Alabama gam!?. Unfortunately, the
people who work for our fine
athletic department are not
prophets. They don't know
exactly how many tickets will
be sold at each game. They
must depend on past sales for
their information.
If everyone could foretell the
future as well as Mr. O'Briant
seems to imply that he can,
there would be little need to at-

get you owe them money. Petty theft included. How to sell
your
roommate's clothes,
stereo and records without his
catching on. How to scalp football tickets and still end up on
the 48-yard-line.
(Progressive Pornography.)
Increases vocabulary. Free
reading list will be furnished,
but students must purchase
their own books. How to get on
the mailing lists of the more discriminating smut peddlers.
How to mimeograph and sell
your own dirty poetry and
short stories.
(Intermediate Vandalism.) It
must be assumed that every student has had a beginning
course in this subject. This
course offers refinements in essentials of modern vandalism,
such as how to get 49 soft

drinks and an equal number of
candy bars out of a vending
machine with only a nickel and
a small crowbar. How to ruin
all of the plumbing in a dormitory with a tire chain, a box
of marshmallows and a wad
of chewing gum. How to spread
amoebic dysentery or plague
by burning Dempster Dumpsters.
(Speech Development.) How
to scream loud enough to be
heard distinctly from B-9 to F-5
at dawn. Fun course.
The only thing that is holding
Clemson back from a great era
of progress is its curriculum.
These courses would be a step,
albeit a small one, in the right
direction. Certainly there must
be a few students who could
make a few other suggestions.
Tell your dean. He'll appreciate it.

In the foyer of Syracuse University's newly - constructed
school of journalism is an inscription which I should like
to call to your attention. A
simple, terse, one sentence statement credited to Samuel I. Newhouse, for whom the building is
named, whose involvements in
newspapers as the owner of
many of the nation's larger
publications gives import to
these words:
"To be truly free the press
must have strength of purpose,
spirit and resources."
Do Clemson University's
journalistic endeavors embrace
any of these three salient points?
Do we indeed consider our student press to be free? And by
this I mean free from petty
prejudices as well as free from
outside pressure and interference. How do we fit into the
picture?
Clemson's student press enjoys freedom from outside interference. We do not have nor
desire any censor short of our
own best judgement and good
taste. But does this make a
totally free press? I suggest
that this one element alone does
not constitute freedom of the
press.

By DON O'BRIANT, Managing Editor

tend football games because
we would already know the
outcome before the games started.
It was stated in one of the
articles that the athletic department should realize who supports the team. Who does support the team? It sure as hell
isn't the student body. It's the
150 loyal students who were
at the pep rally before the Duke
game. Those are the real supporters of our team. I wonder
if Mr. O' Briant was at that pep
rally. It's also the members of
IPTAY who support the Tigers.
Without their money Clemson
wouldn't have a football team.
What this school needs is
more real supporters and fewer
fair-weather fans who do nothing, but complain when things
don't go exactly right. If you
really care about Clemson, sit-

THESE GIRLS did not get
pregnant by themselves. What
about the one out of ten premarital fathers? What would
you do to them? Nothing, because it was the girls responsibility. She should not have let
him.
Or would you make him
marry her? Half of all shotgun
weddings break up. Now you
are just compounding the problem.
Would you try to solve the
problem by stamping out premarital love altogether, like a
sexual degenerate?
It is time we stop our philosophical arguing and face facts.
The studies already mentioned
have found that 90 percent of
all premarital pregnancies that
do not end in marriage end in
abortion. Over one million illegal abortions are performed
every year secretly by competent gynecologists at black
market prices.
It is time we brought abortion out into the open. Like
prohibition,
our abortion
laws are against the will of the
people.
We as the new generation
must strive for excellence in
our society, and one reform
we must insist on is complete
removal of all abortion laws
from our state statutes.

By PAUL MORRIS, Columnist

CCHR-A Chance For Change
On May 17, 1954, a day
labeled as Black Monday by
Southern politicians, the laws
of 17 states and the federal
statutes governing the District
of Columbia were declared invalid by the U. S. Supreme
Court.
This decision, known thereafter as the Brown Decision
(Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka), has perhaps
had a greater effect on the way
of life in this country than any
decision made since the Civil
War.

Kinsey found that one out of
every ten girls has a premarital
pregnancy. So you want to
punish these girls in the name
of Christian love?

Blow-Up Revisited

But this decision has not
meant the end of de facto segregation. It still exists both in
the South and the North. The
thin crust of the Negro middle
class has been separated from
the Negro mass—in the ghettos
of the North and in the "Niggertowns" of the South.
While this segregation stems
primarily
from
economic
causes, the barriers are just as
real, just as insurmountable
as the Jim Crow laws of the
late 19th century.

Letter Hits Fair-Weather Fans And
Calls For Support Of Football Team
Dear Editor,
Last week's Tiger contained
several articles concerning the
seating situation for tomorrow's game. It seems that some
of our fair-weather fans are
disappointed because they have
to sit in the end zone.

Studies by the Planned Parenthood Federation of America
and the Kinsey Institute have
shown that over half of the illegal abortions each year are
given to married women, who
are either too poor to support
another child, or too old to begin raising another child.

But what about boys who indulge? Are they dirty dastards?
No, that is different. Boys cannot get pregnant.

The View From Here:

By CHUCK WHITNEY, Associate Editor
fer
appropriate
sympathy
and/or condolences. Special
emphasis on Mondays after
football games. Tea served at
class.
PSYCHOLOGY 614: Sympathy Filtration: Required of
understanding professors to rid
themselves of the absurd notion
that the course they happen to
be teaching just might not be the
most important thing in the
whole wide world. Would teach
these degenerates how to ignore
the pleas of all their sniveling
students. No credit.
ZOOLOGY 144: Practical
Medicine for Freshmen. How to
survive quizzes with or without
dexidrine. How to patch up
one's posterior after contact
with several professors best left
unnamed here. How to avoid
ptomaine in Clemson (improbable) and 63 cures for the common hangover.
EDUCATION
111. Progressive Cheating. 3 hrs., 3
credits. Since cheating is relatively new to the university (it
dates from 1723 on this campus) and so rarely done here,
and since when it is done, it
is done badly, we need a comprehensive course to cover all
cases of cheating. It would be a
broad course, since nowhere
is cheating exactly defined, nor
do many professors ever bother
to tell students what they consider cheating. Student required
to cheat on the exam.
RPA 329: Off-Campus Living. 2 hrs., 2 credits. How to
get plastered every night without getting cirrhosis and have
women in the place every weekend without getting caught; how
to clean an apartment in ten
minutes a week and avoid doing dishes for a month; how to
throw a party wild enough so

YOU SPEAKof the abortions
for the raped and physically
incompetent, but these account
for less than one percent of the
million and more abortions
that are performed every year,
legally and illegally.

If our country is to begin a
competent program of family
planning, we must include
abortions. The "pill" and other
methods work very well, but is
there anyone who never makes
a mistake?
Most people who live in poverty are not held down by the
inability to get a good-paying
job. Most of them are poor
because they have fifteen little
kids running around the shack.
What if a young girl becomes
pregnant by her boyfriend? She
has to leave her community
and hide away while she has
the child. If she returns, she
must face the scorn of the priggish community.
Perhaps you feel that this is
just punishment for her. Perhaps you feel that any girl who
indulges in premarital sex is a
dirty slut and should be castigated and ostracized by society.

Curriculum Additions Needed?
Toward the end of a rather
lackluster college career, one
begins to wonder whether or not
he has learned anything that
will help him in his chosen profession.
Like will knowing that Beowulf slew Grendel get him S15,000 a year in three years, or
will knowing that Einstein was
lefthanded help him make captain in sevenmonths?Probably
not. Clemson lacks some very
essential college courses that
would either help budding
titans of industry or just plain
the underachieving student.

take a lot out of a woman.
But to us men the feelings
and happiness of a woman
are not important. To us men
a woman is just breeding stock,
one of the animals that man has
domesticated and trained to
serve him, just a walking, talking, baby factory.

ting in the end zone for one
football game should bother
you too much.
I know some Clemson boys
who would give almost anything to sit in the end zone
and watch the Tigers play, but
they can't—they're in Vietnam.
I've always been proud of
Clemson and its students. It's
appalling to me that some of
our students have the gall to
make a mockery of a pep rally by protesting. I have always thought that pep rallies
were to support the team.
I know that the majority of
the student body loves Clemson and our Tigers. Thank you
for your support. Let's go down
to Death Valley tomorrow afternoon and really give 'em
hell.
Jamie Roets
Head Cheerleader

But the great problem is this:
while poverty exists within a few
miles of this very campus, the
majority of white citizens either
choose to ignore these conditions—or choose to adopt an
attitude of indifference.
"THE POOR will always be
with us," they say. And the fact
that most of the poor is of a
different color from us makes
it that much easier to maintain
this attitude of indifference.
This
complacency, only
serves to broaden the communications gap between the
poor and the people in positions
to help.
Perhaps the key to the problem of the impoverished is communication.
Once we can
achieve communication, we will
then know better what is needed.
Not all citizens are indifferent
or complacent. There is one
group in the area that is trying
to achieve this communication.
The
Clemson Council on
Human Relations is an organization composed of both White
and Negro citizens. The council meets once a month and
discusses the pressing problems
of the community and what
they can do to alleviate these
problems.
In the summer of 1966 the
council established a tutorial
program to aid the underprivileged students in math, English
and science.
A campaign was also begun
to insure provision of lunches
for all school children unable
to pay for them.
A day-care center has been
prepared to provide working

families with a place to leave
their children during working
hours. But due to lack of facilities and funds, this project
has been delayed. Current
plans include a fund raising
campaign to build such a center.
OTHER PROJECTS include
aid in promoting the compulsory school law, and helping the Negroes develop a feeling of citizenship by encouraging them to register and vote.
This is a fine effort on the part
of these concerned citizens. And
much progress has been made.
The white churches in the area
have finally agreed to open
their buildings for meetings.
This was not allowed in the
past.
But the great weakness of
the council is this: the council
is composed mainly of professors and their wives, and
middle-class White and Negro
families. The lower-class families—the poor—are not attending the meetings, and thus are
losing a chance to communicate
their problems first-hand.
An effort must be made to
reach the people that need
reaching. The council must not
be satisfied with the gains they
have already made. They
should not be satisfied merely
with belonging to an integrated
council as a means of soothing
a guilty conscience burdened
with the sin of years of discrimination.
These people, however, are
concerned. They are trying to I
do something to narrow the
gap between our poor and the
middle class.
Yes, we will always have our
poor, but we can improve the

conditions in which they must
live. And we can provide them
with the opportunity to improve. This has been our greatest fault. We not only have
denied them equal facilities, but
equal opportunities.
Perhaps it will take riots and
marching Negroes to awaken
an otherwise complacent citizenry. Let us hope this is not
needed here. Let us hope the
Council on Human Relations
continues to progress.

What keeps our publications
from being totally free?We ourselves are to blame, for we are
constantly airing our petty prejudices. Putting on our student
blinders, so to speak, narrowing our sight lines against any
and all things, seeing them only
from our angle. Which I infer
may not be the proper perspective at all.
Negativism seems to pervade
our published pages. We are
continually faced with the student versus the administration,
versus rules, versus faculty, on
and on ad infinitum. Seemingly we are right and the whole
world is wrong. Where is the
positive accent on our life and
times at Clemson devoid of
issue and calamity.
Is it little wonder that "Clemson can thank the press of the
state for the "blown-up" coverage we get when we ourselves
make such loud clamoring?We
can thank no one but ourselves
for overplaying, for creating
our own issues, for roaring so
loud that not only Clemson,
but the entire state hears our
noise,
We need to rethink our purpose, we need to get closer to
the heartbeat of our university, its students, faculty and administration, and thus strengthen our role in the total community. One would hope that a
strong part of our purpose
would be to educate the reader in the belief that all journalism need not be yellow nor
sensational, but artful, clever
and truthful. The well-turned
phrase, the wit, honesty and
clarity of good reporting, these
are the areas which take the
most thought for true creative
journalism.
I urge that each of us approach our typewriters with the
spirit and enthusiasm of truly
competent journalists, analytical at times, demanding at
others, but at all times mindful
of the proper perspective of the
situation.
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Physicists To Meet Here Next Week
Some of the United States'
most prominent scientists will
be among the450physicistsexpected to gather at Clemson
next week for the annual meeting of the Southeastern section
of the American Physical Society.
During the three-day event
which opens Thursday, participants will report on research
they have conducted and exchange information with fellow
scientists.
Sixteen research papers from
faculty and graduate students
of Clemson's department of
physics, host for the 34th meeting, will be among the 190
contributed and invited research reports scheduled for
presentation.
The southeastern section has
honored two faculty members
of Clemson's department of
physics, Dr. E. P. Stillwell Jr.,
and Dr. Robert L. Chaplin Jr.,
by inviting them to address the
meeting and report on their research.
President Robert C. Edwards
will welcome the scientists at an
assembly in Brackett Hall auditorium Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
This session will feature a
lecture by Dr. Karl Z. Morgan,
head of the health physics division of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Dr. Morgan will
discuss, "Ionizing Radiation:
Hazards vs. Benefits." He is a
specialist in the field of biological effects of radiation.
The keynote speaker for a
banquet at the Clemson House
on Friday, Nov. 3, at 7:30
p.m., will be Dr. Francis G.
Slack, former chairman of the
department of physics and astronomy, Vanderbilt University. He will discuss "Physics
Today."
CU ENROLLMENT
Over 69 percent (4,199) of
the record 6,057 students enrolled at Clemson University's

main campus are from South
PR INITIATION
Carolina, with each of the
During the week of Oct. 16state's 46 counties represented.
Among the counties with the 20, two pledges of the Pershing
highest number of students at- Rifles Fourth Regimental Staff,
tending Clemson are: Green- Robert Shelton of Ashboro, N.
ville, 524; Anderson, 385; C. and Leonard Senarote of
Charleston, 338; Pickens, 309; North Augusta, went through
informal initiation.
and Spartanburg, 255.
On Wednesday night, Oct. 25,
Clemson students come from
44 states and the District of both pledges were formally
Columbia, plus 66 from out- initiated into the Society of
side the continental United Pershing Rifles by Col. Philip
States. Leading states in en- H. Grant. After the initiation,
rollment, excluding South Leonard Senarote was formalCarolina, are: North Carolina, ly commissioned as PR cap293; Georgia, 247; New Jersey, tain and Pershing Rifles Ag245; New York, 141; and gressor Forces Advisor.
Maryland and Pennsylvania,
132.
LAW INTERVIEWS
Mr. Neill Alford, Jr. of the
University of Virginia School
HOMECOMING QUEEN
All clubs and organizations of Law will be on the Clemson
desiring to enter a contestant campus on ' Friday, Nov. 3,
in the 1967 Homecoming from 9:30 to 11 a.m. to interQueen contest are reminded to view prospective students. Inpick up entry blanks in the Of- terested students should come to
fice of Student Affairs. Com- Susan Brown's office, 110-C
pleted forms must be returned Sirrine Hall.
to the Office of Student Affairs
PROF ATTENDS
no later than noon, Nov. 3,
CONFERENCE
with a picture of the entrant inDr. Henry E. Vogel, head of
cluded.
department of physics at
Rules and regulations gov- the
Clemson
University, was
erning the contest are also
among representatives from 19
available and may be picked colleges
and universities who
up with the entry forms. The
finalists will be announced at attended a recent campus-inrelations conference in
intermission of the Friday even- dustry
Greensboro, N. C.
ing CDA dance, Nov. 10. At
The conference, sponsored by
half-time of the Clemson-Maryland football game the Queen the National Association of
Manufacturers, brought towill be presented.
gether business and industry
leaders and educators to disUNC TICKETS
Tickets to the Clemson-North cuss why college students quesCarolina game will be on sale tion the pursuit of a career in
at the Field House from Mon- business and industry.
day, Oct. 30, through ThursCAR WASH
day, Nov. 2.
The Baptist Student Union is
sponsoring a car wash this afGRAD INVITATIONS
ternoon from 12:30 to 5 p.m.
December graduates must or- beside the Baptist Church. Cars
der graduating invitations will be both washed and
from the book store by Tuesvacuumed for $1.25.
day, Nov. 1.

Assistant Dean Woodford L.
Flowers, Director of College Relations and a member of the Admissions Board of the Harvard
Graduate School of Business
Administration will visit Clemson University on Friday, Oct.
27, to talk to students interested
in business as a career of excitement and creative opportunity.
Requirements for admission
to the two-year course, leading
to a degree of Master of Business Administration (MBA) include a college degree in any
field of concentration, a standing in at least the top third of
the class, and a record of progressive achievement in campus activities, business, the military, or elsewhere.
The MBA Program at the
Harvard Business School is

DORN TO SPEAK
Rep. William Jennings Bryan
Dqrn will speak at the second
in a series of Baptist StudentUnion "Senior Supper Forums" today at 6 p.m.
The Third District representative, a member of the House
Veteran Affairs and Public
Works Committees, will speak
on rAmerican Involvement in
Vietnam."

To place a classified ad,
phone TIGER office, Exl. 274.
or atop in at the office from
5-7 Mon. or Tuet.
RfM are 1.15/Un* (25 let-

Army vs. Air Force

Wisconsin vs. Indiana

Houston vs. Georgia

Oklahoma St. vs. Missouri

All entries must be received by midnight, Nov. 4
WSBF

Box 2156,

Clemson ONE ENTRY PER PERSON

No. 2 - CDA

IF INTERESTED IN MAKING

MONEY

Clemson students recently saw an effigy of Frank Howard
COMPUTER ASSN.
on their way to classes. The pranksters strung up No. 2 last
this time the CDA was the target. Who will be
The student chapter of the As- •week
sociation for Computing Ma- next — the Tiger, Dean Cox, Student Government or Dean
chinery will meet on Monday, Delony?
Oct. 30, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Computer Room in the basement of the P&A Building.
The program will consist of
a series of demonstrations on
the internal operations of the
computer. All interested students and faculty members are
invited to attend.

Candy Stripe Delicatessen

Martha Barnes
Gift Shop
(Clemson House
Lobby)

Gifts & Jewelry
for all occasions

November 3, 1967

Appointments should be
made in advance through
your College Placement
Office.
fffllC

CORPORATION

Distributors for S. S. Pierce of Boston
KOSHER MEATS

IMPORTED SALAMI

IMPORTED CHEESE
BEVERAGES OF ALL KINDS
506 N. Murray Ave.

Phone 226-2144

Anderson, S. C.

• SIGN UP for a personal interview with the RfA Recruiting
Representative who will be at your Placement
Office NOVEMBER 2, 1967

Sarlin'i, Liberty: Sarlin'i, Eailty;
Fedder'i Faahions, Easier & Liberty;
W. S. Moore, Walballa

ANDY DOWLIIMG
Clemson '63.
P.O. Box 1382 — Phone 646-3657

representing

Southwestern Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • DALLAS ■ SINCE 1903

DOUG CAVES
BSCE, USC, is a
San Francisco district
salesman, selling
Bethlehem construction
products in a 17-county
area. Doug's biggest
assignment: negotiating
over $300 million in
contracts for the Bay
Area's tremendous rapid
transit construction
program.

Machinery • Chemicals * Defense • Fiber & Films

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
$16.95

MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

FREE RUBBER FOOTBALL

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

"Serving Clemson Since 1908"

BETHLE

equal opportunity employer
Putting Ideal to Work in

Pick up Wrangler jeans (or their
lean, rangy look and get a
reward—Wranglok®, the wrinklefighter finish. It means neatness forever, ironing never.
Many great jean colors and
fabrics to choose from. These
new wide wale corduroys.
$6.95. The Mr. Wrangler* hiroll hopsack shirt. $5.00. Everything wears better because
there's KODEL* in it—a muscle,
blend of 50% Kodel poly- J
ester/50% combed cotton.

He has specially-designed Life Insurance Plans to fit your needs. See him
when he calls. Your friend for life.

SPECIALS EVERY WEEK
ORDERS TO GO
Seneca, S. C.

CAMP!

Wreward.

• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service

Under New Management

CHEMICAL,
MECHANICAL,
ELECTRICAL,
and INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

CLEMSON'S OWN 14 PIECE DANCE BAND
Contact Colonel Gaddy D-631

• LOOK into the engineering opportunities open in rural electrification and telephony

TIME DRIVE-IN

for Seniors and Graduates in

SENTIMENTAL JAZZMEN

>R£A- E.E.SENI0RS

■H

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

with the

Wrangler!
Wremember,
the "W" is silent.

NO DISCRIMINATION

N. First St.

ian/llne), minimum of 3 Una*.
$.10 extra/Una for bold print
lit Una.
No adrertiaer mar cite alcoholic beverages or tobacco.

TRUMPET PLAYERS!!

FILM CLUB
The Fine Arts Film Club will
present the films "Triumph of
the Will" and "Night and Fog"
on Wednesday, Nov. 1, at7:30
p.m. in the CE Auditorium.
Members only may attend.

Circle Winners:

based on the experienceoriented case method, begun at
the Harvard Business School
to develop the practical, analytical, and decision-making capacities which are the key to
managerial effectiveness.
For outstanding students in
each first-year class (of roughly 690) there are seventy fellowships available. Approximately 40 percent of the Harvard Business School student
body also make use of the deferred payment or loan program which enables all students admitted to the Harvard
MBA Program to attend even
though their sources of funds
are inadequate.
Seniors or others may talk to
Mr. Flowers on October 27th
between 1 and 4 p.m. in Room
110 Sirrine Hall.

Classified Ads

HALLOWEEN
Students are reminded that
today is one of the last days
that they may purchase their
costumes for the annual celebration of Halloween, which
will take place on Tuesday, Oct.
31. Professors are requested to
limit their assignments so that
students can join in the fun.

WSBF FOOTBALL CONTEST - WEEK OF OCTOBER 28
Win Four Free Albums
Pick Score:
Clemson
North Carolina

Page 5

Harvard Grad School Dean
Will Conduct Interviews

IEEE MEETING
There will be a meeting of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers on Tuesday,
Oct. 31, at 7 p.m. in Room 105
of Riggs Hall. The speaker will
be Dr. Sams, a member of the
National Board for the Professional Engineering Exam,
who will speak on the Engineer
in Training Exam and Professional Engineering Registration and benefits.
All students are reminded of
the EE tutoring service held
every Tuesday and Thursday
night in the Engineering Library on the third floor of Riggs
Hall.

WESTMINSTER
FELLOWSHIP
Dr. J. V. Reel of the Clemson History Department, and
Mr. Gordon Gourlay will lead
a group discussion at Westminster Fellowship on Sunday
at 7 p.m. The topic of discussion will be "Should Religious
Courses Be Required at Clemson .University?" All students,
faculty, and interested persons
are invited to attend.

THE TIGER

STEEL

BETHIEHEM
ST|EL

WITH NEXT 50 PAIR OF JARMAN SHOES SOLD AT

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Clemson

Downtown

Clemson
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Tigers
Return
Home
TRAILING
To Face Tough 'Bama
' ■■: v.

..■..■

■■.■..;

THE

By Bill Smith
TIGER Sports Editor

TIGER

Many fans think maybe tomorrow will be another field day for Clemson critics. Why? One
simple reason, The Tigers are playing the Great,
Superhuman, All-powerful, Crimson Tide from
Alabama who never lose, except no one bothered
to tell that to Florida State or Tennessee.
This game is building up into much more than
a college athletic contest. It's the Baron vs the
Bear, Addison vs Stabler, and the ACC vs the
SEC. Last year the latter took all the marbles as
the Tigers were routed 26-0 as the Tide swept on
to an undefeated season and Sugar bowl victory.
The Tide of '67 is not the same team they were
a year ago and the once mighty Alabama defense
has developed some leaks that have as of yet not
been plugged.
On offense the Tide has their usual explosive
aerial game led by the best duo in the SEC,
Kenny (the Snake) Stabler and speedy end Dennis
Homan. The Tide is still winning this year but
they're having to score all their points on offenseThis game will match two of the nation's most
famous and respected coaches, two schools with a
reputation for a hard nosed defense, tremendous
school spirit, plus two Alabama boys who play
quarterback and are dedicated to seeing their team
win like very few before them.
Many people have said that Clemson is not in
the same league with Alabama, Georgia, and Auburn, but they don't have much proof to back up
their accusations. The Georgia game wasn't decided until the final moments, and against Auburn
the Tigers were operating in the second half without Addison which is something the Tigers have not
been able to do successfully this year. The Tech
game; we'll just remain silent.
But the Tigers are healthy again and Addison's
performance at Duke lends credit to the fact that
he's regaining his '66 form that made him the
State Player of the Year. Guard Gary Arthur is
well, and "Hoss" Hostetler looked tremendous in
Edgar McGee's tight end slot last week.
According to the Clemson coaching staff the
Tigers are ready for an all out, go for broke game
against the Tide. Whoever wins will be the team
that has the most desire and hits the hardest. To
quote the Bear "If you've got class, it'll show."
mmmmmmmmmsm.

By SAM COPELAXD
Assistant Sports Editor
After three weeks on the road, scouted the Alabama offense
the Clemson Tigers return to during last week's game with
Death Valley tomorrow after- Tennessee. He had nothing but
noon to battle the Crimson Tide praise for the Tide, and rates
of Alabama. A crowd of nearly the Alabama offense the most
50,000 is expected for the 2 p. versatile that the Tigers will
m. kickoff, and most will be face this year.
watching to see if the almost im"The Alabama offense is the
possible can happen. The rarity most versatile we will face this
is that an Alabama team that year. Everybody knows the
has been coached by Paul Crimson Tide has a good foot"Bear" Bryant has never been ball team year after year, and
beaten twice in a row.
although they lost to Tennessee
The Crimson Tide comes in- and tied Florida State this seato the game after losing 24-13 son, Coach Bryant's troops are
to Tennesseelastweek. Bryant's still among the best in the counclub now has a 3-1-1 record, try today," stated Coach Mcwith the tie coming in the sea- Fadden.
son's opener against Florida
He continued by saying that
State.
Bryant runs his offense from
Clemson sports a 2-3 mark an I-split right. Of course they
following last week's 13-7 vic- have as many variations as
tory over Duke. This is the 11th possible and the main advantmeeting between the two age they have is in personnel.
schools, and Alabama leads in Those Alabama boys play
the series—7 wins to 3. The hard, rough, winning football
last meeting was won by Ala- and give all they have throughbama by a score of 26-0. The out the game.
last time that Clemson beat
The Alabama quarterback,
Alabama was in 1905, and the Kenny Stabler, is one of the best
score was 25-0, with the game signal-callers in the nation. He
being in Columbia, S. C.
can pass, run and pull off the
Banks McFadden, Clemson's option like a pro quarterback.
defensive backfield coach. His favorite receiver is his

Sports Shorts
-r-; ■:*:■:-:-:-:-; ■x.>:':-:v:.:-:-::::*.v::

Phil Rogers, Clemson's senior flanker from Clinton,
caught three passes against
Duke last Saturday to run his
career total to 89, thus breaking Glenn Smith's high of 88
set in 1949-50-51. The Clemson brochure carries the record of 93 by Smith, but a
check of every game Smith
played in revealed the lower
figure. However, Smith still has
the most yards receiving record. His 88 receptions were
good for 1,576 yards while
Rogers' total is now 1,251. Rogers has five games in which to
make up the 325-yard deficit.
Rogers and Smith now rank
1-2 in receptions. Wayne Bell

is third with 54 and end Edgar
McGee, who missed the Duke
game because of an injury, now
has 44.

roommate Dennis Homan, the
best receiver in the south. Homan isn't big, 6-0, 183, but
his speed and agility is unexcelled. And keeping the pressure off Homan is another fine
receiver in flanker Perry Wills.
In the offensive line, tackles
Nathan Rustin and John David
Reitz open plenty of holes for
backs Ed Morgan and Kenny
Martin. Martin, the fullback, is
a tremendous blocker.

outstanding secondary. And it
has one of the best linebackers
in the nation in Bob Childs.
Another top Tide defense performer is tight end Stan Moss.
Moss, in the Alabama tradition,
is not big for an end, but is a
great tackier and has terrific
speed. He's murder on enemy
quarterbacks."

Baker concluded by saying,
"The great thing about the AlaMcFadden summed up the bama defense is that you never
'Bama offense by saying, "In see one of the boys on the
short, the Alabama offense is ground. As soon as they hit,
quick and tough any way you they're back up and at you. It
will be the hardest hitting delook at it."
fense a Clemson team has faced
Offensive backfield coach Art in years. The Tide defense has
Baker took a look at the Ala- plenty of experience and the
bama defense, and he was much discipline is unbelievable."
impressed with them.
The game will be an exciting
"When the season opened, I one since both quarterbacks
think Coach Bryant figured he are pass-minded. Ken Stabler,
had the best defense in Alabama the Alabama southpaw signal
history. But key injuries have caller, ranks 12th in the naslowed up his plans somewhat. tion for completions and his
However, I think all the boys favorite target is Dennis Holwill be ready to play against man, a split end who has caught
us althou^ they won't be at eight scoring aerials in the first
full strength," said- Coach five games. He ranks as the
Baker.
sixth best receiver in the nation.
Jimmy Addison has returned
He continued by adding,
"Alabama's defense is called to 1966 form in the last two
a multiple defense, because you games, after he battled injuries
will see just about any forma- in the first three contests. In the
tion in the book at one time last two weeks "Needle" has
or another in its defense. Backs passed for 309 yards on 22
Bobby Johns and Dicky completions out of 45 attempts.
Thompson give the Tide an For his effort last week against

* * *

Buddy Gore, one of Clemson's twin jet tailbacks, now
has 427 yards rushing and he
is well ahead of the pace he set
last year when he led the conference as a sophomore. After
five games in '66, Gore had a
total of 232 yards, but in three
of the last five games, he had
over 100 yards rushing. Gore's
15-game total is 1,177 yards
or a 4.1 average on 286 carries. He has scored nine touchdowns in those 15 games.

Some say we specialize in power...
power for propulsion ... power for
auxiliary systems... power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles... power for
marine and industrial applications...

Thompson: The Thief
Duke he was named South
Carolina Player of the Week.
Another aspect which adds to
the attractiveness of the game
concerns the coaches. Bear
Bryant and Frank Howard are
two of the nation's five active
coaches who have won 150 or
more games. Bryant has 174
triumphs in 23 seasons, while
Howard is not far behind with
153 wins in 28 seasons.
Howard's 28 years at Clemson
gives him the longest tenure of
any coach in the nation.

Tally
Copeland
Christopher
Smith
Thompson
Owens
Dellinger
ZOG

85 35
84 36
83 37
83 37
77 43
76 44
61 59

We Pick 'Em
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SMITH
CLEMSON over Alabama
Tennessee over LSU
South Carolina over Maryland
Wake Forest over North Carolina
N.C. State over Duke
Virginia over VMI
Notre Dame over Mich. St.
Texas over Rice
Houston over Mississippi
Colorado over Oklahoma St.
E. Carolina over Citadel
Southern Cal. over Oregon
Georgia over Kentucky
Stanford over Army
Purdue over Iowa
Perm State over Syracuse
Auburn over Miami
Navy over Pittsburgh
Georgia Tech over Tulane
Cubs over Baby Jackets

COPELAND
CLEMSON
Tennessee
So. Car.
No. Car.
N.C. State
Virginia
Notre Dame
Texas
Houston
Colorado
E. Carolina
Sou. Cal.
Georgia
Stanford
Purdue
Perm St.
Auburn
Navy
Ga. Tech
Cubs

CHRISTOPHER
CLEMSON
Tennessee
So. Car.
No. Car.
N.C. State
VMI
Notre Dame
Texas
Mississippi
Colorado
E. Carolina
Sou. Cal.
Georgia
Stanford
Purdue
Syracuse
Miami
Navy
Ga. Tech
Cubs

Thursday, November 2,
explore an
engineering career
on earth's
last frontier.

DELLINGER
CLEMSON
Tennessee
So. Car.
No. Car.
Duke
VMI
Notre Dame
Texas
Mississippi
Colorado
Citadel
Sou. Cal.
(Jeorgia
S tanf ord
'. Durdue
lenn St.
Miami
Navy
C a. Tech
Cubs

THOMPSON
CLEMSON
Tennessee
So. Car.
No. Car.
N.C. State
Virginia
Notre Dame
Texas
Houston
Colorado
E. Carolina
Sou. Cal.
Georgia
Army
Purdue
Penn St.
Auburn
Navy
Ga. Tech
Cubs

OWENS
CLEMSON
Tennessee
Maryland
No. Car.
N.C. State
Virginia
Notre Dame
Texas
Houston
Colorado
E. Carolina
Sou. Cal.
Georgia
Army
Purdue
Penn St.
Auburn
Navy
Ga. Tech
Cubs

BEAT BAMA

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company—where your future
is as big as today's brand new ocean.

they're right.
And wrong.

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on that belief.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L.
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Our half-a-billion-dollar backlog of orders means high starting salary, career security, with your way up wide open.
It also means scope for ail your abilities. We're involved
with nuclear ship propulsion and refueling, nuclear aircraft
carrier and submarine building, marine automation. We've
recently completed a vast oceanographic ore survey. We're
a major builder of giant water power and heavy industrial
equipment. We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear
know-how to the fast expanding field of nuclear electric
power generation. We're completing competitive systems
designs for the Navy's $1 billion plus LHA fleet concept.
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're next
door to Virginia Associated Research Center with one of
the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering advanced
study in high energy physics. We're close to Old Dominion
College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where
you can get credits for a master's degree, or take courses
in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other advanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants, study and research leaves to implement these opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation land,
with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.
IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative
Marion Vaughan
Thursday, November 2

Pratt & Whitney Rircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

u

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

This Volkswagen has a door on the left to let in
the driver. (That's one.) A door^on the right to let
in the passengers. (That's two.) And a door in the
back which is like the tailgate of a conventional
wagon. (That's the third, and do you need any
more than that?)
To look at it, you'd swear our Squareback is a
station wagon. But it really isn't.
Why? Well for one thing it doesn't cost like one.
For another, it doesn't park like one. (The Squareback is only six inches longer than the bug. But has
three times the storage capacity.)
And since it's a Volkswagen you can be pretty
sure it'll use about half as much gasoline as the
average wagon. (Our-Squareback gets up to 27
miles per gallon.)
So if you're trying to decide between a station
wagon and a sedan, why not get the best of two
worlds? Buy the sedan that looks like a station
wagon.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc. @
AUTHORIZED
PEALER

AIRCF
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT
CORP.

A

An Equal Opportunity Employer

3302 N. Main Street
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY. NEWPORT NEWS. VIRGINIA

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Anderson, S. C.

1
2
2
8
9
24

Tigers Inexperienced;
Roberts Is Optimistic

Oct. 27, 1967

Trip Jones, and Curt Eckard.
Xon-lettermen returning are
Dick Thomas, Jack Swails,
Dennv Denko, and Alan Goldfarb.
Coach
Roberts expects
George Z atezalo and Mike Faer
who advanced from last year's
Freshman team to "help a lot.'
Zatezalo averaged 22.4 points
per game, and Faer scored 13.9
points per contest
"All positions are open and
each kid can help,' Coach Roberts said. When asked aboutthe
forecast for this season, Roberts said, "Xo season is good
unless it's a winning one. Xo
one will be ashamed of us.'
Freshman Coach Jim Brennan said that this year's Frosh
team is "potentially a good
group as long as they stay
healthy." Several of the boys
are being counted on heavily.
Coach Brennan said, "Dickie
Foster. .6'6', "could be one of
the best we've ever had. Pete
Weddell, 6'5" is strong and
moves well, and Paul Hoshoe
is 6'2" and a good shot*
John Coakley. 6'2" is a complete ballplayer, and the kind
that every coach likes to have.
Dave Thomas, younger brother of Dick, is 6"1" looks like
a great left-handed shot*
Coach Brennan concluded.
Other members of the Freshman squad will be Bob Folkman, Greg Jones, Roger Smith,
Mickey Johnson, Steve Burns,

Intramural football is now in
the second week of play and
some strong teams are shaping
up.
Among the top powerhouses
are Garden State, Deacs, Phi
Kapps, and Kappa Delta Chi
Eagles. The Garden State team
led by Ron Zupa and Danny
Malphus have won two games
by large margins. The Deacs
led by Rust}- Adkins, Frank
Cox, and Jim Barker look like
the team to beat in their league.
On Wednesday the Deacs won
their second game, mauling the
architects 32-2. They completed
19 of 31 pass attempts while
their defense kept the Architects
bottled up the whole afternoon.
The Chi Eagles won their first
game by defeating C-8 46-0 and
the Phi Kapps are on the way
to another winning start
With only two weeks gone

John Coakley

John Snyder, and Lamar Jordan.
Coach Roberts called this
year's Freshman team "one of
the best we've had and they
should be very good."
Since this is the last year that
the Tigers will play in Fike
Field House. Coach Roberts
said, "I hate to leave because
of the tremendous advantage
that it gives us. On the other
hand, recruiting will be made
somewhat easier because of the
new facility."
Coach Roberts calls his team
"a gutty ballclub'andhehopes
that enthusiasm and determination will make up for lack of
height and experience.

Cubs Host
Ga. Tech
Clemson's freshmen close out
their 1967 season this afternoon in Memorial Stadium
against the Georgia Tech Baby
Jackets in a kickoff now set
for 2 p.m. Originally the start
was 3 o'clock, but because Alabama desires to work out this
afternoon, the time was set back
an hour.
The Crimson Tide is expected
to take the field shortly after the
conclusion of the freshman
game for a limbering up exercise.
Coach Tom Bass will be trying to have his team end above
.500 for the season. The Cubs
have taken wins from Wake
Forest and Duke, but have lost
to Georgia and South Carolina.
Tech, on the otherhand. comes
into the game with a 1-1 record. The Baby Jackets of Coach
Bill Fulcher downed Georgia
Military College 28-0 to open
their season, then lost to Miami
in Jacksonville, 21-0.
Jack Williams of Decatur,
Ga., will likely start at quarterback for Tech, although 584 Mike Wysong. an Atlanta
boy out of Xorth Fulton, has
been the most effective. Williams
is 12 for 25 in the passing department for 86 yards, but Wysong has completed eight of
13 for 79 yards and has an almost unheard of rushing average. On 16 carries, he has
picked up 172 yards for 11.2
per cany.
Steve
Harkey from Westminster High in Adanta is the
leading running back for Tech
with 44 yards in 10 carries
while Lindsey Walker has
caught seven passes for 54
yards at his end position, including six snags in the Miami
loss.
Bass will probably go along
with Jimmy Barnette at quarterback, Ray Yauger at tailback, Rick Eyler at wingback
and Jim Sursavage at fullback
in the backfield.
Barnette leads the team in
total offense with 335 yards,
but he actually has 362 yards
passing on 30 of 65 completions.

for
guys
who are
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Intramurals

By GARY CLARY
Sports Feature Writer
Head Basketball Coach Bobby Roberts faces the biggest rebuilding job of his career as
his Clemson Tigers begin preparations for the 1967-68 season.
The main reason for concern
is the loss of six lettermen which
included four starters and two
top flight reserves. Gone are
Joe Ayoob, Jim Sutherland,
Randy Mahaffey, Ken Gardner, Hank Channel, and Walt
Avers. Last year's club compiled a 17-8 record which equaled the school mark for the most
wins in a season.
While talking to Coach Roberts, no one would think that he
was facing such a crisis. The
top Tiger in Clemson basketball is "enthusiastic"' about the
coming season.
When asked about this year's
team, Coach Roberts said, "According to some people, we're
supposed to be real bad, but
these kids have the talent and
the ability to do the job. They've
done everything that we've
asked them to do. Their enthusiasm and hustle has been
tremendous ■
The only returning starter is
Ritchie Mahaffey. ;as: of four
basketball brothers at Clemson. who averaged 10.2 points
per game and hauled in 7.8 rebounds a contest
Returning lettermen from last
year's team, in addition to Mahaffey, include Dave Semsey,

THE TIGER

the Top Ten shapes up this
way:
1. Sunshine State
2. E-5
3. 8th Barracks
4. Chi Eagles
5. Phi Kapps
6. Garden State
7. Deacs
8. Kapper Snappers
9. Dillon County
10. Greenwood County.

For Your Big Weekend Needs Shop
Tiger Buddy Gore Meets The Devil Head-On

Tigers Bounce Duke

^flBBOtiS
MENS

By DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Sports Writer
Clemson ended its three game
losing streak in fine style by
clipping Duke 13-7 in a hardhitting battle in Durham on Saturday. Twenty -seven thousand
fans watched the Tigers spoil
the Blue Devils" Homecoming
with a high powered offense
sparked by a healthy Jimmy
Addison.
Quarterback Addison, having been plagued with various
injuries all season, decided it
was his turn to inflict some
pain and prompdy completed
12 of 24 passes while directing
the ground attack. Tailback
Buddy Gore and Jacky Jackson also enjoyed fine afternoons picking up 98 and 60
yards respectively. Gore is now
3rd in rushing in the ACC with
irds.
Defense dominated the entire
first half as neither team was
able to get on the scoreboard.
Both teams tried field goals,
but these attempts were off the
mark.
The offensive teams dominated play in the second half.
After Clemson punter Sammy
Cain had kicked to the Duke 4
yard line, the Blue Devils began
to roll, getting good mileage
out of tailback Frank Ryan,
who had runs of 32 and 38
yards on the drive. Jay Calabrese took the ball the final
yard, and Duke led 7-0. Ryan
had 149 yards for the game.
The Tigers struck back quickly. After Jacky Jackson returned the kickoff to the Clem-

JADE
EAST
discover it now
in
sculptured
bamboo

"FUSSY"
about their
slacks

SHOP

CLEMSON
son 46, Addison directed the
Tigers downfield, and Gore
slashed over from the 9 yard
line. Steedly Candler kicked the
extra point and tied the score
7-7.
Clemson's second score came
on an 80 yard drive featuring
a 40 yard run by Jacks on to the
Duke 15. Getting fine blocking.
Gore scored his second touchdown, this one also from 9
yards out
Addison was selected as
South Carolina Player of the
Week for his fine performance.
In addition to his passing, he
also had runs of 8 and 15
yards to keep Tiger drives

alive. Flanker Phil Rodgers
caught three passes to set a
new school record: He now has
caught 89 in his three seasons to rank as Clemson's Xo.
1 all time receiver.
Coach Bob Jones had praise
for his defensive ends. Jones
commented, "Ronnie Duckworth is one of the finest ends
we've ever had at Clemson.
All of our ends, Branton, Sursavage, and Southerland have
been playing well. *
The win brought the Tigers
record to 2-3 overall and2-0 in
the conference going into tomorrow's game with the Crimson Tide from Alabama.

For TIGER- rrific Service
In Insurance
and
Real Estate
Needs

SENECA

DON'T
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin, in 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
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& Insurance
201 Collie Ave.
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Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

What

the interviewers
won't tell you
about
General Electric,

We sure don't blame a
guy for being particular.
Because that's
the way we are...
in tailoring our...
Lee-Prest Classics.
You can't beat the
quality, style and fit. And
there's a permanent
press that never needs
ironing. Classics are the
most expensive-looking
slacks you can buy...
for under S10.

Lee-PReST

Leesures
H. D. Lee Company, Inc.. Dept. A,
P.O Box 440,
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201

Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Spray Deodorant, $2.50
Spray Talc, $2.50
SWANK, N.Y.-Sole Distributor
;

At =- a :e--a:e -£;-=-:e
try Jade £as: CORAL or
Jade East GOLDEN LIME

They won't tell you about all the job opportunities
we have for college graduates — engineers, science,
business and liberal arts majors. Not that they
wouldn't like to. It's just that there are too many
jobs and too little time. In a half-hour interview
our man would barely have time to outline the
scope and diversity of the opportunities we offer.
That's why we published a brochure called "Starting Points at General Electric." In plain language

it will tell you exactly how and where a person with
your qualifications can start a career with General
Electric. Pick up a copy at your Placement Office.
Then arrange for a productive session with our
interviewer. He'll be on your campus soon.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
An equal opportunity employer
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There has been of late, a lot
of inquiry into the nature of
this university. Or rather, there-'
has been a lot of labeling nailed
to its door, especially "cow college. "
Granted, this institution started as an agricultural college
and retains a lot of the free
country flavor of farm life, but
let's not knock it. Let's instead,
not try to add to this genuine
flavor for fear of corrupting it,
but see what the world's university has been in the past.
Thanks are expressed to Dr.
J. V. Reel and Father James
Fisher for their assistance in
compiling this brief history.
All quotes, unless otherwise
specified, are from The Rise of
Universities by Charles Homer
Haskins.
This week we will have a
look at the earliest "universities" and the medieval professor. Next week, the student
and his place in history will
be discussed.
EARLIEST BEGINNINGS
Late in the eleventh century,
resulting from revived Mediterranean trade and town life, a
revival of law came about. At
the meeting point of the chief
routes of trade, Bologna, in
Italy, a good many professors ,
of law gathered. Irnerius, and
then Gratian, a monk who composed the Decretum, a text in
canon law, were two such professors who gained wide respect.
A student class appeared, giving rise to letters and poetry.
By this time, many people had
arrived at Bologna in common
interest and had found it useful to make a union, or guild,
of students. This is when the
word "university" came to be
used.
The main interest in "unionizing" was a defense of their
own well-being. Since so many
had come to town, the prices
of living quarters and food
had risen sharply. United they
could leave town and make
their absence felt. They gained
the power of price fixing, even
for books.
These students, since they
were their own administrators,
could then "turn on their other
enemies, the professors". At this
time, the profs lived entirely off
of their students. A prof was required to attend every class and
lecture during every minute. If
five or fewer students attended
a class, it was counted as a professorial absence and he was
not paid. For a prof to leave
town, he would have to leave a
deposit guaranteeing his return.
So the professors formed a
guild. Entrance qualifications
were established to keep the
students out. Profs had to have
a license to teach, and these
certificates became the first academic degrees. Ambitious students sought these degrees even
if they had no intention of teaching.
Interests other than law
arose: arts, medicine, and theology. Competing universities
appeared: Montpelier and Orleans, Naples, and Padua (a
secession
from Bologna).
Notre Dame in Paris started
the movement in northern
Europe, and monasteries expanded for classes: Liege,
Rheims, Laon, Paris, and Char
Rheims, Laon, Paris, and
Chartres.

In 1200, King Philip Augustus responded to the deaths
of certain students occurring
during a "town and gown"
brawl in Paris. He gave students the special privilege of
exemption from police control.
But in 1229 a group of students got drunk and beat up a
tavern keeper. Lectures were
suspended for two years. Afterwards, the Pope, still recognizing existing exemptions, advised the masters and students
to draw up constitutions and
ordinances for regulations of
students and faculty.
The pubs grew with Cambridge and Oxford.
ADMINISTRATION
By now there were four faculties, each under a dean: Arts,
Law, Medicine and Theology.
The masters of the Arts, much
more numerous than the others,
were gouped into four "nations." These four nations
chose the head of the university, the Rector, whose term
was usually three years.
Another early university institution was the college. It was
merely a residence hall, but
almost all of the academic life
went on within its walls.
The Medieval University
gave us neither architecture,
academic form, ceremony, nor
costume. It was first formed
"as an association of masters
and scholars leading the common life of learning." Today
we have found nothing to take
the place of that. Secondly, we
have the "notion of a curriculum study, definitely laid
down as regards time and subjects, tested by an examination
and leading to a degree, as well
as many of the degrees themselves. Then the faculties, four
or more, with their deans, and
the higher officers such as chancellors and rectors, not to mention the colleges, wherever the
residential college still survives. "
These have lasted more than
seven hundred years — how
many forms of government
have lasted as long? "No substitute has been found for the
university in its main business,
the training of scholars and the
maintenance of the tradition of
learning and investigation."
FEW COULD WRITE
The basis of education in the
middle ages consisted of the
seven liberal arts. Three of
these, grammar, rhetoric, and
logic, were grouped as the
trivium; the rest, arithmetic,
geometry,
astronomy, and
music made upthequadrivium.
In monastic and cathedral
schools textbooks were few and
simple. Books were hard to

Medieval Scholar
come by. Each copy had to be
made by han; and there were
supervisors and correctors who
inspected periodically' all the
books in town which were for
sale. There was a great reverence for standard authorities.
Few people were able to write.
Professors had to rely heavily
on scribes. So a stereotyped
formalism was widespread. Literary form disappeared when
everything depended on verbal
argument alone.
This curriculum was, however, enlarged by the renaissance of the twelfth century.
Ptolemaic, Euclidian, and Aristotelian logical patterns were
revived, and a classical surge
centered in cathedral schools
such as Chartres and Orleans.
Practical law and rhetoric grew
in importance.
"The course in the arts led
normally to the master's degree in six years. Graduation
in the arts was common preparation for technical study."
JOY OF LEARNING
At the beginning of the universities, the mechanism of learning was stiff and "comparatively simple, its content not
yet overwhelming, and in spite
of the close adherence to texts,
there was a large scope for the
personality of the instructor."
Abelard was a "teacher and
'classroom entertainer' bold,
original, lucid, sharply polemical, always fresh and stimulating, and withal'abletomove
to laughter the minds of serious
men'." His procedure was to
"marshal authorities and arguments for and against specific
propositions."
St. Thomas
Aquinas picked up this method
and added to it.
"Among the theologians and
philosophers those of highest
distinction were regularly university professors: Thomas
Aquinas, Albertus Magnus,
Bonaventura, all the great array of doctors angelic, invincible, irrefragable, seraphic,
subtle, and universal.

The confrontation with military police and federal marshals began almost immediately after the demonstrators
began entering the parking lot,
where they were supposed to
hold the rally.
Most of them streamed past
the point where the rally was
to be held. They also passed
the area where a group of hippies had gathered to drive the
evil spirits out of the five-sided
building.
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Howard Johnson's
(Wed. & Fri.)
Mondays - Vi Fried Chicken - $1.25
Leading Jewelers & Diamond Merchants
Specializing in Fraternity Jewelry & Favors
12 Main St.

239-1351

Greenville, S. C.

Thursdays — Spaghetti & Tossed Salad — $.99
Hwy. 123 at 93
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ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS
If you can meet the challenges of
* A $90 million hospital construction and
modernization program
* General engineering and operation of 170
hospitals around the country
ARRANGE A CAMPUS INTERVIEW NOW
WITH THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

DEAN MARTIN in
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and

Bold, Bright
Oxford Tattersall
Gant took a long hard look at traditional
tattersall and decided to put new life into
this venerated shirting. To wit: this new
bold, bright interpretation. Tailored with
singular precision—patently Gant. In varied
colorings. Superior cotton oxford.
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Clemson Theatre

The Veterans Administration is responsible for one
of the largest programs of hospital construction, modernization and operation in the world . . . and we
are now seeking civil, electrical and mechanical engineers and architects who wish to share these exciting challenges. Here's what a position at the VA can
mean to you:
Professional Growth — VA engineers and architects
are involved in major projects right from the beginning. They are given demanding assignments that
assure early professional achievement.
Salary and Benefits — These are Civil Service positions that offer all the benefits of career Federal employment, including attractive starting salaries and a
full range of benefits such as a generous retirement
program, liberal sick leave and vacations.
Rapid Advancement — Capable individuals will
find that responsibility comes early at the VA. And
with responsibility comes advancement.
Our current openings include design positions in
Washington, D. C. and construction supervision and
general hospital engineering positions located throughout the country.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS NOVEMBER 3
VA representatives will be interviewing on your
campus on the day indicated above. You can arrange
an interview now by seeing your campus Placement
Office. Or, if an interview is impossible at this time,
please send your complete resume or Standard Form
57 to Mr. Frank Barcalow.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
downtown clemson
S1967 Gant Shirtmakers

Room 109 — 810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20420
An equal opportunity employer

SHEL ARNOT
BA, Liberal Arts, U. of
California, became an
assistant district sales
manager less than ten
years after graduation, and
is now assistant manager of
our Chicago sales district.
After Bethlehem Loop
Course training, Shel sold
steel products in
Los Angeles, handling a
number of multi-milliondollar accounts. Now he
has an even bigger job.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.

FISH FRY - $1.19

DOUBLE FEATURE

Downtown Clemson

Many of the demonstrators
had talked with the troops
throughout the day trying to
get them to put down their
arms and join in the peace
movement. They cheered when
the MP defected. The Defense
Department did not confirm the
defection, but it was witnessed
by at least one newsman.
There were wide discrepencies in the estimates of the
number of demonstrators. The
Defense Department claimed
there were about 30,000 to 35,000 and police put the figure
at 55,000. But it was obvious
there were well over 100,000
people at the demonstration,
and leaders of the National
Mobilization to End the War
in Vietnam said there may have
been as many as 200,000.
There were enough demonstrators to fill the large Pentagon mall, with enough left over
to fill more than one-third of
the huge north parking lot.
The peace march started at the
Lincoln Memorial at about
1:30 p.m., and marchers were
still filing into the Pentagon
parking lot at 6 p.m.

R«gist«red J«w»ler ^^ American Gem Society

Sun.-Mon.-TuM.
Oct. 29-30-31

Young Americans

Late Saturday night one MP
defected to the demonstrators.
He put down his gun and
walked from his position in the
police lines.

backs and heads of demonstrators who tried to walk away.
The officers poked some of the
marchers with their rifles to get
them to move away from the
Pentagon faster, but the demonstrators were unable to move
faster because of the large
crowd. Hippies threw flowers
at the police.
Several incidents occurred
when demonstrators tried to
charge up the steps toward the
Pentagon porch through the
police lines. Police fought the
demonstrators back with clubs.
On several occasions, two or
three marshals continued beating a demonstrator after he had
fallen to the ground. Five arrested demonstrators had to be
taken to the hospital with head
injuries, according to the DeA single line of federal troops
fense Department.
guarded the entrance to the
Officials of the Defense DePentagon as the demonstrators
partment's Office of Public Afbegan to gather peacefully in ■ fairs confirmed that none of the
front of them.
guns wielded by soldiers had
There had been no incidents bullets in them.
The major move toward the
when about 50 federal troops
carrying rifles with bayonets Pentagon doors occurred about
attached ran from the front 5:45 p.m. when a group of sevdoor of the Pentagon and lined eral hundred demonstrators
up behind the first line of troops. ran through a door which was
The new troops pointed their open for members of the press.
bayonets at the demonstrators. The door was quickly closed
After about five minutes, they and locked, and the 10 demonwere ordered to unsheath their strators sat on the floor inside
bayonets. The demonstrators the building.
were still standing peacefully
But two companies of troops
when this order was given.
carrying bayonets and with
After about 10 more minutes gas masks were waiting in the
of pointing their naked bay- hall right inside the door. They
onets at the crowd, the soldiers quickly shoved the demonstrawere ordered to take the bay- tors from the building, and fedonets off their rifles. The Penta- eral marshals joined in with
gon claims that no bayonets their clubs to beat those who
were unsheathed and that they had made it inside the building.
were always carried in an upAfter the demonstrators were
right position, never pointed. forced from the building, the
After this, new waves of dem- troops lined up about 10-deep
onstrators
began coming in front of the door. Those
toward the Pentagon from var- who had broken through to
ious points in the mall. The the porch of the Pentagon starttroops formed lines to keep ed a sit-in in front of them. The
the new demonstrators from other marchers, who filled the
mall were still being held off the
the steps of the Pentagon.
One line of troops tried to large porch.
push a group of demonstrators
away from the Pentagon, and
officers pointed rifles at the

A large group, led by two
men with crash helmets and
loudspeakers, charged a line
of about a dozen MP's in the
southwest corner of the parking lot. They broke through
the ropes which were holding
them back just as two dozen
more MP's came racing around
the corner. Several demonstrators were arrested, including the two helmeted leaders,
and novelist Norman Mailer.
Later Saturday night, Dave
Dellinger, chairman of the Mobilization Committee, was also
arrested.
After the initial confrontation,
most of the demonstrators
moved on up the hill from the
parking lot in an attempt to
enter the mall area in front of
the Pentagon.
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the doors. About 2,000 people
sat on the porch along the north
wall of the Pentagon Saturday
night. Military police were removing them one-by-one. Another 2,000 supporters remained on the mall below.

Downtown
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"The Love-Ins"

Murderers' Row

WASHINGTON, D.C.(CPS)
—Well over 100,000 demonstrators who came here Saturday to call for peace in Vietnam were met at the Pentagon by approximately 2,500
federal troops armed with clubs
and rifles, some with bayonets
attached.
The troops and U. S.
marshals used clubs and tear
gas to hold back the demonstrators who broke through police lines in an effort to reach
and enter the Pentagon itself.
More than 400 persons were
arrested. Some were injured
seriously and carried away
from the Pentagon with bloody
faces. Several hundred more received minor injuries.
About 20 demonstrators actually made it inside the Pentagon but were quickly thrown
out by troops waiting inside
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"The Middle Ages were the
great age of professorial control. The university itself was
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Political and social forces
molded the universities as well
as academics. But Abelard, a
professor at Notre Dame, continued to draw large masses
of students with his "persistent questioning and his scant
respect for titled authority." He
was a "brilliant young radical,"
often tripping to Paris and
churning the Left Bank of the
Seine into the Latin Quarter of
Paris.

'The Silencers'

a society of masters when it
was not a society of students.
As there were no endowments
of importance there were no
boards of trustees, nor was
there any such system of state
control as exists on the Continent or in many parts of the
United States. Administration
in the modern sense was strikingly absent, but much time
was consumed in various sorts
of university meetings. In quite
a remarkable degree the university was self-governing as
well as self-respecting.
Professors had intellectual
liberty—the freedom to teach
the truth as he saw it. Truth
was either something to be discovered by search, and the
search had to be free and untrammeled, or truth was something which had already been
revealed by authority.
"In practice, freedom was
general, save in philosophy
and theology." St. Thomas
Aquinas opened the era of influence by close church sponsorship. In 1241, he presented
a thesis of ten theological errors which "examined and condemned the visibility of the divine essence, angels, and the
exact abiding place of glorified
souls in the next world."
The modern definition of Academic Freedom appears too often to be "the right to say what
one thinks without thinking
what one says! "Our age is more
skeptical than the Middle Ages.

dents came shows that there is
a lot of dissent. It made the public and the government aware
of this dissent.
"Sentiment was strong
against
President Johnson.
Much of this objection comes
from Johnson's pre-election
speeches which seemed to be
dovish."
Kent said that the organizers
scared away many people by
trying to force them into going,
into the Pentagon when they
only wanted to demonstrate
on the outside. The communists
present also alienated many
students by trying to force them
to be too radical in their protests.
One basic argument presented in the demonstrator's
plea was that the U. S. signed
the UN charter which condemns the use of force by one
nation against another nation.
The charter states that all aggression should be reported to
the UN Security Council for its
action, but neither the U. S.
nor The Republic of South Vietnam have taken this action.
This was openly discussed during the demonstration according to Kent.
From this Kent said the often
seen slogan "The war is immoral" originated.
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Grand Opening Sale
All New Men's Wear Dept.

The University Shop
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS:
dacron wools,
TDA||CCDC_ koratron dacron and cotton
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patterns and solids
Compare at up to $15 — Now only $6.95 to $7.95
Also Male Casual Slacks — Half Price

ALPACA SWEATERS- 7ZZ?:t,^,mm
Compare at up to $30 — Now only $12.95

BANLON SHIRTSCompare at $6 to $10 - Now only $3.95

Coming Soon - Full New Selection of Sport Coats
Check By For New Stock Arriving Daily

